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Last month’s editorial elicited many responses. 
I was reminded that Bentham, who designed 
the first observation system known as the 

Panopticon, was a reformer of the prison system 
and contributed to the clearing away of a lot of the 
obfuscating jargon in legal language. However, 
Bentham is incidental to the theme of this editorial, 
which is subjectivity and surveillance in the time 
of the pandemic. It is now not so much the old 
surveillance system but the modern digital cyber 
system of data collection. (I am grateful to Chris 
Norris for this note)

Foucault, who dealt with the Panopticon, thought 
subjectivity is part of the construction of a 
surveillance system. But he soon moved to a better 
conception whereby subjectivity is created by the 
subject through a system of caring for the self rather 
than surveillance. This was accepted and elaborated 
in the following response by Johan Siebers:

‘Foucault indeed sees the subject as the locus of 
disciplinary control, as much subjected to it and 
created by it. But Foucault himself had an ambivalent 
relation to the authoritarianism that is implied in such 
a model of thought. His care for the self, modelled 
on the philosophies and practices of life of classical 
Roman culture (Seneca etc.), often takes the form 
of a kind of authoritarian surveillance of the self. 
However, something at the core of the subject (using 
that term now in a non-committal sense) remains 
outside of the control of surveillance, structure or 
ideology. Bloch calls it the darkness of the lived 
moment; Adorno speaks of a moment of radical 
individual subjectivity on which “administration” 
has no hold; Lacan affirms the unconceptualizable, 
transgressive, disruptive “Real” as a constitutive lack 
at the heart of the subject, which on the one  hand 
means that the subject is never present or given to 
itself as a fully constituted identity, but on the other 
also that there is always a way out, an escape and a 

new creative possibility for self-formation. Of course, 
Sartre’s radical affirmation of the consciousness of 
freedom as negation of what is functions in pretty 
much the same way.’ (I am grateful for the comment).

But one response that I received challenged the 
idea of the subject from a different perspective. The 
empirical, or phenomenal, subject, according to this 
view, is pseudo-subject, which is itself an object (X, 
the person, the human being) to the true subject that I 
am. ‘The subject’ is free and invisible, i.e., no prison 
can contain it, no Panopticon can see it because it 
does not and cannot appear, neither to itself nor 
to others.’ (Much appreciated response by Ruud 
Schuurman).

I was also reminded of the etymology of the word 
‘Subject’: ‘The etymology of the word subject 
is interesting, we are ‘thrown under’, it implies 
domination.’ The new form of domination is data 
technology. ‘Technology itself is the real problem. 
There is a tendency to reduce any subjective 
vulnerability into a data field. But the data field is 
not the whole story, and the story becomes more 
complex as the technologists themselves and the tech 
giants join forces with state power.’ (Thank you very 
much Paul Cockburn).

I am grateful for all these comments. Still, the point 
I was making is that there is an intuitive sense that 
the subject is more than just an external construct 
somehow created via data collection. There is a 
strong sense in which there is a resistance through 
what some call ‘existential freedom’ (my thanks to 
David Clough) or Foucault himself calls ‘care for 
the self’. It is a genuine interiority that tries to revise 
external pressures and applies its own freedom and 
creativity to circumstances through new conceptual 
and artistic means to create new possibilities and 
new openings.

The Editor
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Philosophy

ROB ZINKOV

EDWARD GREENWOOD

Hume and Kant destroyed the possibility 
of two kinds of metaphysics, the 
Platonic-Aristotelian kind, and the 

kind advanced by the seventeenth rationalists, 
Descartes, Spinoza and Leibniz. The rationalist 
Hobbes repudiated all metaphysics and 
concerned himself mainly with politics and 
society. In short, there was to be no more news 
from another world. But though the metaphysics 
of both these kinds has been rejected, that 
does not mean that these philosophers are 
of no interest. On the contrary they are of 
interest for two reasons. First it is the task of 
modern philosophy to expose the insidious 
attractiveness of philosophical illusion, to show 
the fly the way out of the bottle in which it has 
been trapped, to use Wittgenstein’s famous 
metaphor. Second for the reason given by 
Georg Simmel in his classic essay on the nature 
of philosophy. As Simmel said we are not just 
interested in the relation of a metaphysical view 
to the world, we are also legitimately interested 
in the relation of the mind which produced it to 
that view. In short, though we do not accept it 
as truth, it has an intrinsic interest as a vision. 
Moreover this interest is more than an interest 
in the individual psychological causes which 
produced it. There is something accessibly 
impersonal about it. In raising this kind of 
interest metaphysics has an affinity with poetry.  
In the case of poetry, we are also interested in 
the relation of the poem to the type of mind 
which produced, it as well as the relation of the 
poem to the world. Indeed, metaphysics has 
been called ‘the poetry of concepts’.

As Collingwood emphasized one central con-
cept in metaphysics both ancient and modern is 
that of ‘substance’. Is there an underlying single 
substance which is, so to speak, the substrate 
of everything? Aristotle thought that there was 
such a substance, but that there were also kinds 

of substances such as human beings. The idea  
of a single substance underpinning the multi-
tude of appearances (the idea of the One and the 
Many, so to speak) in some way overlaps with 
the idea that the basic task of modern physics 
is to give an account of the fundamental nature 
of the extra-mental universe. Indeed Quine still 
claimed that philosophy was the widest possi-
ble view taken by natural science. Notoriously 
he rejected the analytic/synthetic distinction. 
For him even mathematics is empirically revis-
able. The Oxford philosophers Peter Strawson 
and Peter Hacker rejected Quine’s view, one 
strangely like that of John Stuart Mill, and I am 
on their side in this dispute.

The classical theory of metaphysics, according 
to Collingwood, ‘defines reality as a permanent 
and eternal substance existing independently  
of its appearances.’ Descartes was a dualist 
who regarded our minds as non-extended as 
opposed to space. He thought God produces 
the material appearances of the extended world 
of space in our minds as our ‘ideas’, treacher-
ous word. This of course led to Idealism. Later 
Leibniz was a Pluralist in that he mysteriously 
posited a plurality of substances, each of which 
contained the whole, which he called monads.  
Spinoza, on the contrary, was a Monist. He 
identified God with the totality of the whole of 
the existing material universe we call nature. 
In short it is ‘Deus sive Natura’, ‘God or Na-
ture.’ He makes use of the ontological proof in 
that he claims that the essence of this substance 
necessarily involves existence’ (Ethics, Book 
One, proposition 7). Spinoza’s God is a phi-
losopher’s God, not the God of Abraham, Isaac 
and Jesus. It is not surprising that his Jewish 
synagogue excommunicated him.

In part one, section five, Spinoza introduces the 
idea of a ‘mode’. A ‘mode’ is a modification of 

Spinoza and The Nature of Metaphysics
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the one material substance. It seems to stand 
to that substance as a predicate or descriptive 
qualifier stands to a subject noun, or as an ad-
verb stands to a verb. Thus God, the one mate-
rial substance, ‘Greenwoodifies’ in me, or, ad-
verbially, behaves ‘Greenwoodianly’. If I have 
an idea it is produced by a modification  (the 
nature of which is not specified) in my body. 
(Ethics, Second Part, proposition nineteen). 

But there is a paradox about Spinoza. What 
he is primarily concerned with is ethics rather 
than ontology or the metaphysics of what is.  
It is unclear whether his ethics is based on his 
metaphysics or his metaphysics is based on his 
ethics. I would opt for the latter.

His primary concern emerges in what for me 
is the heart of the work, book three. This book 
is concerned with the mastery of the emotions. 
Somerset Maugham, the popular novelist who 
read and admired Spinoza and Kant, wrote a 
novel called Of Human Bondage. In the novel 

the bondage was sexual infatuation. Spinoza 
was no narrow rationalist. He recognized that 
an emotion can only be overcome by another 
stronger emotion. He was, as Nietzsche recog-
nized, a shrewd psychologist.

Spinoza was one of the great liberators of man-
kind. He wanted us to be in the poet Swin-
burne’s words in his poem ‘The Garden Of 
Proserpine’
 From hope and fear set free.
He was the forerunner of what Jonathan Israel 
called ‘the deep Enlightenment’, the Enlight-
enment of Diderot and D’Holbach whose ma-
terialist monism, inherited from Spinoza, went 
deeper then the Enlightenment of Voltaire and 
Rousseau. His great defect was that in spite 
of his being a pioneer of Biblical criticism, he 
never grasped, as Collingwood was to do, that 
the greatest philosophical problem is not that 
of the nature of nature, the province of natural 
science,  but that of the nature of history, the 
province of the philosophy of history. 

Spinoza
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Follow Up

Reports of The Wednesday Meetings Held During June 2021

Written by RAHIM HASSAN

When The Writer Meets Her Readers
Notes of The Wednesday Meeting Held on 2nd June.

We were pleased to have invited a published novelist 
to address The Wednesday meeting with a talk on ‘The 
Relationship Between the Writer and the Reader’. 
Valerie Norris gave an excellent presentation based on 
her experience as a novelist. Interestingly, Valerie is 
also a materials engineer with a long list of scientific 
publications. She was a professor at Swansea University 
before taking early retirement eight years ago. She took 
up writing novels after retirement and she has written 
three novels: In the Long Run (2018) and April Letters 
(2019), and her third novel Beyond Closure, which was 
published earlier this year. She has already some ideas 
for a fourth novel.

Valerie based some of her novels on her own life 
experience, but she has avoided writing about her 
academic life. She said that she writes for pleasure 
and writing novels was a form of catharsis for her. Her 
advice to new writers is to write on something they 
know from their own experience, or about others whom 
they know. 

Valerie talked about her experience of writing novels. 
She said her first novel came to her mind complete, 

the other two were developed gradually from initial 
thoughts. She also gave advice as to how to deal with 
time, place, characters and plot in the novel. The plot 
should be strong but the novel can end leaving something 
‘hanging’. The novel should stay open to possibilities 
and promises. There should be an element of ambiguity 
so that the reader will supply some alternatives from 
their own imagination. Characters are vital. The novel 
stands or falls on how well its characters are drawn. The 
reader may like them or loathe them but the drama in 
the novel is based on characters and their interpersonal 
relationships. She was surprised that some readers 
found some of her characters in her novels stronger than 
she thought or intended. She also recommended that 
characters in the novel should be used in an economic 
way. Details of characters, such as physical look or 
height, are not necessary but facts about characters 
need to be correct. If it is an historical novel, then a 
significant amount of research is needed.

One of the themes that she dealt with is death. She has 
worked with Cruse Bereavement Care for seventeen 
years. Also, her two previous husbands died suddenly. 
her novel Beyond Closure was based on her late 
husband’s death in the Canary Islands. She is currently 
married to Chris Norris, the poet, literary theorist and 
philosopher. 

Valerie was asked if she has a time or place for writing. 
The answer for her was no, only write when you feel 
the urge to write. Write for pleasure. But it was objected 
that writing should be oriented towards communication 
with the wider readership. Valerie said that she is writing 
more and more for her readers. But is there a dichotomy 
here? Maybe not. A better way of putting it is that the 
novelist should write for his or herself, but the writing 
is directed at the readers. This led to the question of 
whether the author is relevant to the work. There was an 
attitude to the writer as the ‘space’ for imagination and 
the text can float around independently. But the author 
affirms himself or herself more now. 

The open-endedness was appreciated by a member 
of the audience. One comment was made that open-
endedness intensifies the feelings within the reader. It 
gets the reader in touch with their own feelings.Valerie Norris
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Gödel

On the Incompleteness of Meaning
Notes of The Wednesday Meeting Held on 9th June.

Readers of The Wednesday will remember the main 
article in the last issue entitled ‘The Incompleteness of 
Meaning’ by Chris Seddon. This article was selected to 
be the topic of this meeting because there were many 
questions about what Chris tried to achieve in it and 
questions regarding some details in his argument. Chris 
defended his article against a strong debate by members 
of the group.

Chris said in the abstract to that article that: ‘Careful 
analysis of the nature of language reveals that the 
relationship of referential meaning between a sentence 
and the proposition it expresses cannot be completely 
defined for certain self-referential cases’. The problem 
comes when a contingent fact that relates a sentence to 
the proposition is dealt with in a formal system, such as 
a mathematical system. A formal system does not admit 
a contingent fact without falling into incompleteness. 
Formal systems deal with generalised formal aspects 
and not particular contingent facts. 

Chris started his talk by explaining sentences and what 
they mean. Self-referential sentences may or may not be 
meaningless. Language is important for communication 
and for beliefs and intentions. But there is a difference 
between the analytical propositions of mathematics and 
the contingent propositions of ordinary beliefs.

Chris has his own take on logic. There is more than one 
construction of logical structure, and logical structures 
are usually only made explicit in artificial languages. 
Formalizing logic and mathematics introduces 
meaningless structures. Logic and mathematics are 
analytical, but interpreting formal systems introduces 
the contingent relationship of referential meaning. 
Introducing contingent facts into logic and mathematics 
leads to the potential for self-referential sentences and 
is one cause of incompleteness. Modern formal systems 
developed to explain mathematics. They deal with true 
or false analytical propositions, but they cannot deal 
with contingent and meaningless propositions. This 
leads to undecidability.

There was a long comment on Gödel’s theorem of 
the incompleteness of mathematics and its relation to 
contingency. Mathematics has a conceptual structure, 
but formal systems use symbols, axioms and rules. 
These are in need of interpretation. Contingency comes 
between the symbols and what they mean. It is here 
that incompleteness is introduced both in meaning 

and mathematics. Chris suggests that if you enlarge 
your vocabulary to include contingency, there will be 
propositions that are contingently true and therefore 
cannot be proven, and if you enlarge your vocabulary 
to include referential meaning there will also be 
conceptual structures that cannot be proven because 
they are meaningless.

One question was concerned with the fact that logic 
is context dependent. Restricting logic to analytical 
propositions severs the connection with the world. Take 
for example, ‘The King of France is Bald’. Russell’s 
analysis shows that this proposition is false. Chris 
answered by saying that there are implicit quantifiers 
that must be inferred from the context.

The question of non-conceptual thinking came up. What 
is the role of imaginative thinking and experience? 
Consciousness is prior to conceptual thinking, on 
some accounts, and the creative imagination supplies 
the necessary components of consciousness through 
encounters and experiences. Could this be an intuition 
in the Bergsonian sense or a direct apprehension in 
Whiteheadian terms? 

Chris thought some primitive concepts are innate, others 
are generated by language. In this case concepts come 
first or, to put it in a less controversial way, concepts 
explain intentional action and language expresses 
concepts. Do we have to be conscious of having a 
concept? Chris answered no. An animal could have a 
concept but not be aware of it. Here, it seems a concept 
is prior to or independent of language.
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Creativity, Language and Culture
Notes of The Wednesday Meeting Held on 16th June.

Back in April, we discussed creativity in the light 
of Ernst Bloch’s ontology of the not-yet. Johan 
Siebers was invited to give part two following on 
from his previous talk. He moved the discussion 
forward into the sphere of language and culture.

By way of background Johan said that for Bloch 
Being is not ready to hand but is the not-yet. This 
is also true for Heidegger who takes time to be 
a horizon of Being. For Bloch, the world is not 
finished and fixed but it tends toward a future 
utopia. Such an ontology presents a metaphysics 
of hope. It aims at the moment of the birth of the 
new. This is an urgent task because a return to old 
philosophy is not appropriate for the task. The task 
now is looking for new ways of coping with the 
future of humanity and the environment. 

Once the not yet ontology is explained, then it is 
possible to apply it to creativity. Creativity is re-
lated to the future. But futuristic studies are more 
linked to science than the humanities. Johan asked: 
‘Why has the orientation to the future become the 
exclusive privilege of the natural sciences and sci-
ence-based technologies? Is nature more dynamic 
than civilization? […] Why do philosophy and lit-
erary and art theory fail to project new futuristic 
forms of living, writing, or painting in the way that 
the sciences project and instigate the emergence of 
new technologies?’ 

Johan then turned towards the thought of Bohm as 
an application of the not-Being to creativity. Bohm 
mentioned the difficulty of talking about the new 
in a language that is based on what is the case, i.e. 
via a fixed reference. But Bohm writes from his 
perspective as a natural scientist and not as a cre-
ative artist. Scientific statements are deterministic 
while artistic ones carry only hints of what they 
are talking about. Language is part of reality and 
reality is not fixed but dynamic. ‘Language would 
then be the place where we come into contact most 
intimately with the future, with not-yet being and 
anticipation, in the words that form themselves as 
we speak, or write, that emerge on the opening of 
the surface of the world as we communicate with 

each other’ as Johan put it. If language comes to a 
silence, if it can’t articulate what is not-yet, this is 
not the silence that ends all languages, but it is the 
silence that is full of promises and possibilities. It 
is the silence that precedes speech and maintains 
it. It turns out that the ‘ontology of not-yet being 
thus leads to a renewal of philosophical reflection 
on language and to a transformation of our atti-
tudes towards the language we speak and create.’

The other theme that interested Bohm is the frag-
mentation evident in human thought and social 
reality. It is a ‘fragmentation, in which we have 
come to treat as separate that which is not really 
separate, most catastrophically in terms of human 
beings in their social relations and the human ver-
sus the natural world’. This was the result of the 
scientific world view. To oppose this trend, Bohm 
suggested his theory of the ‘implicate order’, that 
‘independent existence is relative and can be seen 
as a temporary stable formation in a unified whole 
that connects everything. If human beings are 
to become individuals, rather than isolated frag-
ments, they have to establish a conscious relation 
to the whole.’ But individuality is also related to 
creativity. The new is not just a novelty but it tends 
towards harmony. 

David Bohm
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Hobbes on Mars: The Making of a State
Notes of The Wednesday Meeting Held on 23rd June.

Crises bring with them new ways of thinking. Philoso-
phy responds to its time by generating new thoughts or 
retrieving old ones and evaluating them in a new con-
text. The ideas of Thomas Hobbes have been around for 
centuries, but Peter Stibrany thought we need to have a 
fresh look at them given the current political problems, 
taking Hobbes’s Leviathan as a guide. He gave The 
Wednesday meeting a talk entitled ‘Hobbes on Mars’. 
It is a thought experiment concerning a newly founded 
state to highlight the question of state formation, power 
and the rights of the individual. 

The thought experiment may be strange but it is increas-
ingly becoming a possibility: what if humans settled on 
Mars and formed communities? Do they need a state? 
What sort of state should it be? This looks trivial while 
the number of settlers is small but with any increase in 
travel it becomes considerable. The first Outer Space 
Treaty was amalgamated in 1967. However, this agree-
ment left the responsibility for individuals on Mars to 
their state back on earth. The same goes for the sover-
eignty over any part of space or celestial bodies. 

Peter went through Hobbes’s derivation of the idea that 
a state needs to have a sovereign with absolute power 
and asked: ‘How solid is this idea? But did the state 
bring about peace? Has it worked? Are there valid al-
ternatives to absolute sovereign power?’

Hobbes approached political philosophy from the 
standpoint of a natural scientist. His starting point was 
that individuals when left without authority chosen or 
imposed on them will end up in a state of war of all 
against all. He thought of ways to establish conditions 
for peace. This came in his nineteen moral precepts, or 

Natural Laws, as he called them. The laws were aimed 
at making mutual agreement between people possible, 
i.e. a social contract. Peter went through the main ones 
in his talk.

Against Hobbes, Peter raises the question: Do people 
who want to live in peace need a State with absolute 
power over them to enforce the agreements they have 
made between themselves? Peter also questioned in de-
tail the idea of the sovereign and his officials. He also 
considered the ideas of John Locke on the same topic 
but quickly dismissed him. 

But what about Mars? Can people there live in a state 
with no absolute power over them? Hobbes would say 
no. Locke would also so say no. But is such a state pos-
sible? Peter surveyed several models and ended up with 
the EU. The EU is not a Hobbesian State, it does not 
have absolute power over its members, he concluded. 
Are there any other alternatives?  Could anarchism, 
which advocates the dismissal of the state, be possible 
or desirable? No. 

One way is to go back in time. Peter turned to hunter-
gatherer tribes and discussed the work of Christopher 
Ryan, who lived with such tribes in the Amazon rainfor-
est. In his book ‘Civilised to Death: The Price of Prog-
ress’, He describes a way of life that does not feature a 
Hobbesian State. Ryan noted that hunter-gatherers lived 
extremely happily and peacefully. But this not an option 
for us or the Martians - we could not return to this point 
of time in human history. However, after considering 
many options, Peter concluded that ‘both theory and 
practice say that you do need a State. That said, it’s too 
early to say that other alternatives are not possible’. 

The Martians Landed
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Follow Up

Collingwood: Reflections on his Philosophy
Notes of The Wednesday Meeting Held on 30th June.

The philosophy of Collingwood was the topic that 
Edward Greenwood selected for his presentation 
for this meeting. He had previously discussed R. 
G. Collingwood in The Wednesday magazine (is-
sue 56). Collingwood’s philosophy is multi-faceted, 
and he wrote on different aspects of philosophy, 
including methodology, metaphysics, religion, his-
tory, nature and art. Edward tried to cover many of 
these aspects. Unfortunately, this was beyond the 
time limit of this meeting. It was suggested that the 
talk should be split in two parts. Here is coverage 
of part one, while part two will commence on an-
other occasion soon. Collingwood is the last of the 
great philosophers who were versed in Idealism. He 
witnessed the birth of analytical philosophy and its 
quick spread and domination at Oxford. He took 
note of this philosophical school and method but 
was aware of its shortcomings, something he tried to 
warn against in almost all of his writing, particularly 
his An Essay on Philosophical Method (1933).

The meeting started with a summary of Robin 
Collingwood’s life. He was educated first at home 
where he started to learn Latin at four and Greek at 
six. He studied Natural Sciences by himself and he 
was taught history by his father. After prep school 
he went to Rugby school and then studied Greats at 

University College, Oxford. In 1917 Oxford was still 
dominated by the Absolute Idealism of F. H. Bradley 
who, in his Logic, had reacted strongly against the 
empiricism of J. S. Mill. However, Edward said that 
under the influence of John Cook Wilson an anti-
idealist reaction by the proponents of realism had 
begun. The debate between the two points of view 
dominates Collingwood’s writings.

Edward then discussed Collingwood’s philosophy 
of religion, the subject of his first major book in 
1916. Collingwood followed Hegel in identifying 
religion, in particular Christianity, with philosophy. 
He thought that religion must be underpinned by 
philosophical thought and by credal affirmations. 
He also thought religion is a matter of love. For 
Collingwood, the task of theology is to prove 
the existence of God. Edward mentioned that 
Collingwood saw the theodicy problem, the problem 
of the existence of evil and suffering in the world, 
as solved, a view which other thinkers may have 
argued with. Collingwood also thought that religion 
is important for moral progress.

A question was raised about the definition of 
philosophy and Edward replied, in the spirit of 
Collingwood, that philosophy is not a unified subject 
but diverse with many points of view. Some of the 
philosophers at the time tried to make philosophy 
as close as possible to science, which was echoed 
later on by Quine’s view that philosophy should be 
continuous with natural science, but philosophy is 
different from science and this was the view that 
Collingwood defended. There was an objection to 
the value of philosophy. It was said for instance 
that philosophy has no testable outcome in the 
world. Edward replied that philosophy is a room 
that you can enter to consider things after being in 
the world. There was also a long debate on the role 
of presuppositions in philosophy and whether they 
can be stated explicitly or do they do their work 
implicitly.

It was felt that we need another meeting to discuss 
Collingwood’s philosophical methodology in part 
two. Edward will then consider Collingwood’s book 
An Essay on Philosophical Method and its reception 
by his contemporaries, such as Gilbert Ryle. Collingwood
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Art  and Poetry 

Shiva, God of Entropy

Time throws itself onwards down the abyss

in an expanding universe.

Who told of the four Yugas, the Dharma bull

losing one leg after another until left

out of balance? As stars collapse, 

the sun’s power dwindles.

Entropy leads to more entropy,

possession is loss in ever returning cycles.

Those who are living

cannot fathom what they mourn forever. 

Shiva, the Destroyer, cosmic force,

God of Entropy, implementer

of the second law of thermodynamics,

reigns supreme.
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Poem and Artwork by Scharlie Meeuws
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CHRIS NORRIS

Aerogel: a Quintain 

Due to their intricate cellular structure, silica aerogels demonstrate great success in impact 
damping. Dr Peter Tsou of  NASA sought to collect a sample of comet dust to understand 
the origins of our Solar System. Comets eject a plume of particles and dust which give them 
their characteristic luminescent tail. Tsou headed a project called Stardust designed to collect 
particles from comet Wild 2. Relative to the probe, the impact velocity of the particles was 
approximately 13,600 mph. Using blocks of a three-layer gradient density silica aerogel, the 
probe was able to safely stop the particles, leaving them embedded in the aerogel collector 
for analysis upon returning to Earth.

 ‘Innovation in Silica Aerogels’, Innovation News Network, 21st August 2020
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Poetry

Liquid to gas at temperatures so high 
That phase-distinctions blur and leave it there 
In place, that fine-wrought microscale array 
Of lattices the cosmic dust streams through 
To layer three, then rests in aerogel. 
 
A sense conundrum: blue as Summer sky 
Yet hazy, thin, impalpable, a clair- 
Obscur of dreamy stuff some latter-day 
Tech-savvy alchemist might think to brew 
Or strange sea-beast secrete within its shell. 
 
So many wondrous uses they apply 
This nearly-nothing to, this light-as-air 
Material poised to throw off matter’s sway 
And do as middle spirits used to do, 
From Puck and Ariel to Tinkerbell. 
 
How but by magic get that probe to fly 
Close in the comet’s tail and track its flare 
Of tailback particles, with some that lay 
Close-latticed and returned to human view, 
Each with its cache of cosmic tales to tell. 
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The trick’s to get the silica to dry, 
Shed liquid, yield whatever stuff’s to spare 
When microstructure rules, and so display, 
In strength and lightness, all that it can do 
To conjure form from chaos cell by cell. 
 
Some hopers think we humans might get by, 
In times to come, with some technique to pair 
Carbon with silicon and then convey 
From brain to chip all that defines just who 
We are beyond the way our gene-codes fell. 
 
Just think of aerogel and you’ll see why 
The plan won’t work, how it neglects the share 
Of native imperfection we betray 
Each time we see in it the shade of blue 
That  holds us in our sky-fixated spell. 
 
Yet how put straight those vagaries of eye 
And brain that science bids we strive to square 
With its first rule: on no account give way 
To qualities like colour, shade or hue 
And grant them space in its high citadel! 
 
Gaze in those lucid depths and then deny, 
Should you desire, that here’s the mind-space where 
Both rivals have old debts they’ve yet to pay: 
From techne, all that falls to vision’s due; 
From vision, all that techne’s arts compel. 
 
For it’s a blue-shift world we occupy, 
Dilemma-prone, clear-cut solutions rare, 
And clashing viewpoints often held at bay 
By hues, just short of violet, that eschew 
Sharp contrasts for an azure aquarelle. 
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imaginary gardens with real toads in them
Marianne Moore, ‘Poetry’

Imaginary gardens with real toads. 
You need the artifice but life requires 
A solid ground-bass for the heavenly choirs, 
Or matter fit to freight Horatian odes. 
Compare: fine novel-plot with episodes 
That hit you like a wave of forest fires, 
Or song that answers to your heart’s desires 
Till world breaks in and common sense reloads. 
We poet-gardeners much admire Miss Moore, 
Take pleasure in her poems, often read 
Them, heart-learnt, as we work, and love to store 
Her deft syllabics up to meet our need 
For toad-safe zones where we, too, can explore 
Life’s uncouth shapes from civil metrics freed. 
 
Your toad-less garden rapidly acquires 
The look of space unlived-in, formal codes 
Unlived-by, all the topiary modes 
Of life and art to which the soul aspires 
In dreams or reverie yet quickly tires 
As shadows lift, as shifting sunlight goads 
The lazy gaze, and a toad-chorus bodes 
Their hunkering down as squatter-occupiers 
Of prime south-facing pads. A time to breed, 
And time for heliotropic metaphor, 
Like wonder-struck Miranda’s talk of seed, 
Cross-breeding, grafts – let puritans deplore 
Her usage if they will, those tropes that plead 
A case no country gardener can ignore. 
 

   Toads: a Squatter’s Guide
Poetry

CHRIS NORRIS
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From frog to prince: result not guaranteed, 
May go the other way – luck of the draw, 
And so with toads in gardens, though if you’re 
An adept of Miss Moore’s poetic creed 
You’ll pay the risk of dodgy toads less heed 
Than how, well placed, they furnish an outdoor 
Perspective and a creaturely rapport 
To roughen those perfections that exceed 
The gardener’s brief. Behold them: plumped-up squires 
Of smug repose, squat Buddhas, vibrant nodes 
Of brute aseity, prodigious sires 
Of plenitude whose teeming spawn erodes 
Yet populates anew the bordered shires 
With gardens fit for border-hopping toads.

Marianne Moore
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Hope’s An Adroit Deceiver

Edward Greenwood

With apologies to Ernst Bloch and his admirer Johan Siebers

Hope’s an adroit deceiver,
It sets aside the worst, 
And makes us think the second
Will improve on the first.

A cheat was sly Pandora,
Who made Hope her last gift,,
Knowing that Hope would cheat us
It often gives short shrift.

Nothing in Hope to cheer us
Just more and more of pain,
We should have thrown away her box 
And not have hoped in vain!

There’s only one thing sure 
That hope at last must end,
For Death is no deceiver: 
Some even call it friend.

For the earth’s false Utopias,
Or pie in the sky instead,
Will never more deceive us
Nothing deceives the dead.

So farewell sly Pandora
Away, away you go,
No longer must you promise
To change Life’s status quo!

You make us think Love faithful
Till we see it’s a cheat,
You even promise fortunes 
To beggars in the street.

Let’s set aside Hope’s nonsense,
At least one thing is certain,
That Hope’s deceptiveness must end 
When Death lets down the curtain.


